Test Question Topics

1. Understanding computer specifications
2. RAID
3. Moore’s law
4. Binary to decimal conversion
5. Decimal to binary conversion
6. Byte prefixes
7. Representation of values using bits
8. Software fundamentals
9. Proprietary software
10. System software
11. Components of computer networks and the Internet
12. Packet switching
13. Internet protocol fundamentals
14. IPv4 address format
15. DNS
16. Email protocols
17. Email fields
19. Wiki markup
20. Microblogging
21. WWW search engines
22. Proxy, cache, firewall
23. Malware
24. Peer-to-Peer networks
25. Online fingerprinting
26. ASCII
27. Word processing
28. Referencing
29. Technology and health issues
30. Technology and health issues
31. Technology and hearing loss
32. RSI, OOS, etc.
33. Excel formula
34. Excel formula
35. Excel formula
36. Excel formula
37. Printing pictures
38. Memory required to store a particular image
39. Compression algorithms
40. Vector graphics